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Print paper used for magazines is defined by its finishing, weight and grade. Different paper mills in the United States, Canada and overseas produce many types of paper. Knowing the elements of paper, also referred to as inventory, helps you make the best paper choices for your magazine. Covered paper has an
enamel coating, giving it a bright surface. The ink doesn't soak in this paper, and colors and photos appear brighter and sharper. A covered paper called C2S is shiny on both sides. A UV layer is an additional chemical layer done after ink is placed on paper that creates a high gloss finish and makes the magazine more
durable. Darkness layer is not as heavy or shiny and is a cheaper alternative to UFS. Any type of coated paper is more expensive than uncovered paper, and unfortunately covered paper cannot be recycled. Undiscreet paper appears flat and is not shiny, and it doesn't hold ink to soak in. Undiscised papers, which often
contain concentrations of hemp or cotton, don't work as well for magazines with high-resolution photos or screens because the ink is readily absorbed into the paper. Undiscultured paper is still used for magazine, especially those with an ecological focus, because the paper can be recycled. Individual sheets of paper are
manually inserted into a commercial skin offset printer. Rolled paper comes in a large round of continuous roll of paper and is typically used in a larger, often digital, commercial press. Both skin-covered and rolled paper can be purchased as either coated or non-papered stock. Ecofriendly publishing has several elements
that contribute to green printing, including the use of soy-based ink. Printing on paper with a high ratio of recycled content or even 100 percent recycled materials is becoming a popular option. Recycled paper is not as affordable as most other printing paper because of the process used to create it. Paperweight refers to
the weight of a steam of standard cutting paper. Typically, magazines use 50-, 60- or 70-lb. paper for the indoor pages with an 80- or 100-lb. cover inventory for the cover. A paper's degree refers to how it reflects light. Magazines print on 3, 4 or 5 degree paper, which is often referred to as bright, extra bright and ultra,
respectively. Starting an online magazine is not an overwhelming task, but making it successful is a challenge. You'll face technical, stylistic, editorial, and marketing issues, each of which can create financial stress. Nevertheless, an online publication has the benefit of lower upfront and ongoing costs than a print version.
Define your marketplace by asking which articles you want to see in your magazine. What are you passionate about? At first, you can think too broadly. Narrow your focus from being subject to topic, especially topics underserved. An online magazine will have a better chance of success if it focuses on a market that has
a loyal following rather than on a broad market so popular that it's already well covered. Use a blog to test your market. It can serve two purposes: First, to discover if there is reader interest in your planned niche, and second, to increase the odds that readers will discover you. Unlike a print publication, which you can
drop into stores and sidewalk newsstands that many people will see, it's unlikely that potential readers will stumble against your magazine's website. A blog allows you to build a mailing list first, even if it comes slowly. That list will be your magazine's initial subscribers. Invite other bloggers to write guest blogs about your
topic or related topics, and trade links with those bloggers. Listen to their advice on shaping your magazine's direction. Be active in social media and announce each new post. Create buzz even if you finalize plans for the magazine. Once you've come up with the name of the magazine, register the domain URL that
incorporates the name. Domain registration is cheap, and you can take your time before you set up the actual website. Decide on a blog/content management system platform for your website. For your editorial department, you'll likely have a mix of staff writers and editors, freelance journalists and interns. Your authors
will report on stories and interview people and will likely need photos, video and audio media within their articles. Choose the platform best suited for handling and displaying this type of journalistic content and will still fit within your expected budget. Mike Johnston of the website CMS Critic noted that platforms like
WordPress.org, Joomla and Drupal are popular, but no single CMS platform is best in all situations. WordPress is easiest to use, although you'll use WordPress.org website to host the site yourself and sell ads. Johnston described Joomla and Drupal as more abilities but generally requires more expertise. You can
choose from free and premium templates for a design that best suits your needs. For CMS platforms designed as a publish content management system, Johnston listed Bright Spot, eZ Publish, and Movable Type. The first two are open source apps that are free to download, although eZ Publish costs for support.
Movable Type has a significant annual fee. When collecting publishing information, you'll also need to develop and refine your budget. Cost to consider include: Website development: This is a fairly low cost if you're using a template and handling any customization yourself. Bringing in a web designer can run the cost
from a few hundred to several thousand dollars. Editor: If you take that role, you don't have to pay yourself, but you have to set aside another income source or money to live expenses Meet. If you hire an editor, it should be at a substantial rate. Depending On the workload, the position can be freelance. Also plan for a
separate copy editor. Authors: Some writers will work for an byline or because they share your dedication to the magazine, but it quickly gets old. You should offer at least a token fee per item, but the fee increases to a more reasonable rate after the magazine grows. Success won't come quickly, so make sure you have
enough funds through a small business loan, crowdfunding campaign, or your own reserves to keep you up and running for at least a year. Your online magazine won't succeed without ad sales. A contextual ad network like Google Adsense, Apt from Yahoo! and Microsoft Pub Center can provide free pay-per-click ads on
your website. However, revenue depends on the traffic of your website and how many readers click on that ad. If you want to sell ads directly, you'll need an ad sales staff. A local advertising staff can be especially valuable if your magazine has a local or regional focus. If you want to start an online magazine, get a
domain name, fill it with content, monetize, and advertise. Here's how to start your own online magazine: Choose a topic for your magazine. It has to be something you know a lot about and something you love. Do some research to find out if there's a marketplace for your idea. Think of a title for your magazine that

includes search engines optimized keywords. You can test your ideas by typing them into Google Keywords to see what gets the most hits. You can also use a title that recommends the keyword tool. Gets an Internet domain name. Decide if you're going to hire someone to design your website or if you're going to do it
yourself. You can always design a simple, free site and then spend more on a professional one once your magazine comes off the ground. Write content for your magazine. Write it yourself, hire freelance writers, ask for free articles from people who want to market products related to your magazine topic or mynarticles
from websites with free Eseiene articles such as Esine Articles, Article Base, or Ezine Article Exchange. Don't publish your magazine until you have at least 10 to 20 pages of material. Earn your website with pay-per-click ad like Google Adsense and/or by beering a marketing affiliate for companies that sell products
related to your magazine topic. Advertise your magazine by email, social networking sites, discussion forums related to your topic, print media, and word-of-mouth. [source WOW!] Entice readers to subscribe by offering regular, relevant and entertaining information, and by communicating with them. This means that
readers can comment and answer the authors of the articles on the comment. Create a community among your readers by adding a discussion forum. [source: MySmallBiz] Wishes! My weight gain began after I left home to attend a yearlong nanny training course. When I started the term, I weighed in pounds, which
were healthy for my body type. My friends and I spent our spare time eating and drinking. By the time I finish the course, I had 40 pounds. I wore baggy jeans and tops, so it was easy to convince myself that I wasn't as big as I really was. After starting working as a nanny for two young boys, I picked up the habit of eating
the food they flagged on their plates. After feeding the kids, I ate my own meal - usually a flooded plate of food. Again, the pound came on, and I ignored them instead of taking charge. Around this time, I met my future husband, who was athletic and enjoyed mountain biky and running. Many of our dates were
extracurricular activities, and soon I started running and cycling on my own. When we got married a year later, I was 15 pounds lighter, but I wasn't at the weight I wanted to be yet because I was snagging too much. After the wedding, I quit my nanny job, which helped me cut off mindless eating habits. My husband and I
adopted a puppy, and since he had to be exercised at least twice a day, I started running with him in addition to cycling. I lost another 10 pounds and started to feel better about my body. When I fell pregnant with my first child a year later, I joined a gym to keep my weight under control and build stamina for my labour. I
worked out three to four times a week, attended aerobic classes and lifted weights. I have 40 pounds, give birth to a healthy baby boy. Being a stay-at-home mom gave me plenty of opportunities to work out; when my son was nagging, I hop on the stationary bike and practice. At other times I would take him to the gym
with me and he'd stay in the kids' room while I was done a step-aerobic class, ran or trained weight. Although I watched my diet and went healthy, I never deprived myself of any foods. I discarded my son's leftovers or saved them for his next meal instead of cleaning his plate for him. I reached my goal weight of 145 two
years later. When I got pregnant with my second son, again, I exercised throughout my pregnancy. I returned to my pre-pregnancy weight in less than a year thanks to the healthy habits that have become a part of my life. Being fit and healthy is the best gift I can give my family. When I exercise regularly, I feel happier
and have endless energy. Energy.
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